SNOBBERIES OF 1930 SELECTED FOR SHOW TITLE

Burlesque Figure of Professor Rogers’ Snob is Hero Of Production

Schooled in the manner of the Snob, the title of the show musical number selected for the first production of the Snob Fan Club, is “Voo Doo,” by the Glee Club. The selection is based on a foreign musical number, and the lyrics and music were written by the students of the Glee Club. The show is scheduled to open on Tuesday, December 11, at 8:30 P.M., in the Rogers Building.

LIGHT SCRIMMA GE PREPARES HOCKEY TEAM FOR OPENER

Starting Line-up Depends on Showing Made During Coming Week

PROSPECTS ARE BRIGHT

With the first game of the season not only a few days away, Coach Bill Stewart is gradually shaping his hockey team into a smoothly working unit. This is the first appearance of a new roster of hockey players that will be entered in the New York Hockey Association.

Teams Held Scrimmage

Last Friday evening the Varsity and second team met for the first time this year. They were put through a series of Berg's plays and scrimmage moves in precise form with the object of making them as nearly like public, Fundamene and balanced lineups as possible. The four games of the exhibitions were won by the scrummages and scrimmage.

Tech Show will present "Snobberies of 1930" as its thirty-second annual action. The Tech Show is the largest and most successful and most popular of the annual student shows at Tech. It is one of the main events of the year and it is eagerly awaited by the students.

Curtain Rises on a Curtain Call

After all the excitement of the show, the audience was invited to join in a curtain call. As the curtain fell, the audience gave a loud and enthusiastic applause, indicating their appreciation of the show. The show was a great success and the audience was thoroughly pleased with it.

MUSICAL CLUBS GIVE CHRISTMAS CONCERT

Program Followed by Silent Film

Until Two O’clock

With a special appropriateness of the season, the Harmonic Musical Club gave its Christmas concert and dance at Longwood Tavern Friday evening.

THE TECH OF THE WEEK

The Tech is a good place to meet friends and to enjoy a pleasant evening. It is a place where people can relax and have a good time. The Tech is also a place where students can study and work on their assignments. The Tech is a favorite place for students to meet and socialize.

VOO DOO, OUT OF JOKES, FILLS ISSUE BY VENTING SPLENDEUR ON THE TECH

The editors of the Tech have put their minds to work in order to produce a good issue. They have done a good job, and the Tech is a good newspaper.

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL LECTURE

Designer of Colossal Edifice

Mr. Cram displayed a remarkable knowledge of the subject matter.

CRAM REVIEWS HIS WORK ON CATHEDRAL

Designer of Colossal Edifices Explains Construction

"Architecture in its highest degree is a higher state of development than at any time in the history of man’s art or artistry. This is the opinion of Mr. Cram, one of the leading architects in the United States. He has been designing and constructing cathedrals for many years. Mr. Cram is a leader in the field of architecture.

"The Lunker

What this school needs, the Lunker believes, is a good education. He says that this is the only way to get a good education. He feels that this is the only way to get a good education. He feels that this is the only way to get a good education.

"From the Pamphlet

"From the Pamphlet" is a series of articles written by the students of Tech. The articles are written in a humorous and satirical style. The articles are written in a humorous and satirical style. The articles are written in a humorous and satirical style.